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1.All those dealing with education are aware of the great 
importance of play in a child’s life. It is for a child an 
inexhaustible source of entertainment, pleasure and joy, 
but also the possibility of meeting the basic needs for 
creating, socializing and manifesting potential. Already 
in the first months of its life, a child through play develops 
skills, acquires new knowledge and experiences, and 
familiarizes with their environment. Games provide an 
opportunity for improvement and exercise of almost all 
abilities, from perceptual-motor (hand-eye coordination, 
mobility, dexterity...), intelle-ctual (memory, prediction, 
problem solving, reasoni-ng...),socio-emotional 
(sociability, respect for the rules, empathy, diffusion 
of aggression...), to the ability of communication and 
creativity (Kamenov 1986: 23). The theoretical concepts 
of Vygotsky, Piaget, Smith, Elconin, treat child’s play 

as an activity with prominent cognitive, educational, 
communicational-symbolic values, appended by the 
function of physical development (Milosavljević  
(Милосављевић), 2011: 175).

Starting from the theoretical framework which 
shows the character of children’s educational games, as 
a specific form of learning, children’s games get their 
own place and purpose within the institutional preschool 
education, as well as in the organization of learning 
activities with children of junior school age. “The 
program concept of preschool education is based on the 
idea that children learn through play, play while learning 
and in this way grow into an active and creative being, 
as a game is a creative act itself” (Kopas-Vukašinović 
(Копас-Вукашиновиђ), 2006: 174 -175). Some content 
curriculum can be successfully implemented by using 
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carefully balanced and prepared play activities, with 
the support, encouragement and guidance of adults and 
good knowledge of the age and mental and physical 
characteristics of each child. In the opinion of  Ivić 
(Ивић) (1985a), the use of children’s games in the 
school manner is effective only if the games keep the 
original shape and the objectives, content, methods and 
means that the games contains are utilizes in the best 
way. Ivan Ivić launched an initiative for a comprehen-
sive international study within OMEP project on tra-
ditional children’s games. Scientific coordinator of the 
project was the Institute of psychology of the University 
of Belgrade.

Ivić further points, out that today it is quite possible 
to give a healthy basis for the revival and the introduction 
of many traditional children’s games in the lives of 
contemporary children, because the children themselves, 
according to their self-criteria, accept and preserve the 
original forms of the games they have chosen. Adults 
do not have to worry too much about transformation or 
reintegration of the games, because even here children 
find the best way to adapt the games to themselves and 
their needs.

Musical games are a part of the children’s games 
that find their place in the educational process. With their 
content, they contribute joyful and playful mood for the 
children, encourage their psycho-physical activity and 
development, and successfully achieve an educational 
function. In most cases formed as folk creations, music 
games have their educational value confirmed by being 
applied in family education throughout the centuries. 
Modern music pedagogy, while offering programs 
rich in content and variety of the tasks, take less into 
account the traditional musical games as a form of 
education. Changes in the organization and function of 
the family, institutionalized education of children, urban 
environment, migration, mass media, etc., significantly 
change the requirements for games and the character of 
games, and have the influence for traditional musical 
games to decrease being used in family education. 
 It is our intention that in this paper we highlight 
the important role the traditional musical games have 
when working with preschool aged children. Bearing in 
mind the breadth and comprehensiveness of this topic, 

we will talk about music games with tactile contact, 
intended for children aged up to three years old.
2. Music games with tactile contact are games that 
besides auditory, motor and visual components that 
make up the structure of all the music games have 
another component ‒ tactility. Tactile component is a 
tangible, physical contact that is achieved among the 
participants in the game. The sense of a touch on the skin 
enhances positive emotions in children of early school 
age, which contributes to better attention and desire for 
longer participating in the game, all of which promote 
faster and better learning.

Depending on the performers and their number, 
musical games with tactile contact are divided into: 

a) individual musical game with tactile contact 
(performed by adults with one child) 

b) collective musical game with tactile contact 
(games of children in pairs, rows, circles, etc.).
Music games of individual tactile contact

Music games with individual contacts are traditional 
children’s games and are performed by an adult with 
one child. These are games of movement and music in 
which adults, in accordance with the metric pulsation 
of rhythmically spoken or sung lyrics, perform the 
appropriate movements, alone or together with the 
child. There is a large number of these games, and 
their classification is done according to the part of the 
body with which contact is being made (fingers, palm, 
abdomen, head, chin ...) and the movement performed 
(lying, swinging, bouncing, walking...). The most 
common games in the first year of life are:
Finger games – while saying the text, the grownup 
gently swirls his finger around the child’s finger that is 
being talked about. It starts from the thumb. 
Example No. 1
Palac šljivu lupi,   
ovaj ih skupi,                                            
ovaj ih slaže,                                              
ovaj ih važe,                                         
a mali sve smaže! 
Pinchers – with the rhythmic chanting or singing, adults 
gently pinch, in order, holes on the upper side of the 
hand or toes. 
Ticklers - the text is spoken rhythmically, with the 

Example No. 2

Štipalica štipa,                                       
od mora do mora,          
do zelenog javora.                                            
Štip!
(Vukomanović, Marković,  Matić,  Miladinović, Šandor,  & Todorović, 1985: 24)
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change of pitch (deep - high) and a change of pace (slow 
- fast). By alternating the index and middle fingers, as if 
marching, move from the stomach to the chin and with 
the words: here, here, here, gently tickle the child under 
its chin.

Example No. 3
Ide buba lazi,
kao nešto traži,                                            
našla jedan krevetić,                                           
ovde, ovde, ovde.  
                                      
Clappers - spoken while “clapping hand to hand carried 
out by the adult when they are speaking or by touching 
the adult palm to child’s palm“ (Bovan, (Бован) 1989: 
59).

Example No. 4
Taši, taši, tanana,                                                                 
I svilena marama,                                                                
U marami šećera,                                                                 
Da mi zlato večera.                                                              
(Bovan (Бован), 1989: 361)  

Motala, motala,
Svilicu,
Na tananu
Ručicu.
(Bovan (Бован), 1989: 361)   
                                                                                           
Swingers - are uttered while a child sits in the lap of 
an adult who sings smoothly, moving the child’s head 
from side to side or back and forth.

Bouncers - are also intended for young children and’ 
“told by adults when holding a small child on her lap, 
bouncing the knee of one leg or both legs”’ (Bovan, 
1989: 59). These games are usually of humorous 
content and encourage a child to bounce on its own.

Example No. 6
Op, cup, dragana,                                                                
Što mi nesi kazala                                                                                                                         
Da moj dragi boluje                                                           
Da mu nosim ponude,                                                                                                               
I čašicu rakije,
Da se dragi napije.                                                                                                                                          
(Bovan (Бован),1989: 362)   

Cupni, rode, pa rode,  
Dajka bere jagode,                                                              
Jagode su rumene,
Kao ruže kod mene,                                                               
Jagode su slatke,
Jele bi i patke.                                                                                           
Bovan (Бован),1989: 363)                                                                    
   
Lying games (crawlers) – are sung while a child lies - 
crawls. Adults lay - crawl along with the child and say 
the words to the rhythm of movement.

Example No. 7
Lazi, lazi Lazare,                                                                
Te dolazi do mene,                                                             
Prihvataj se za mene,                                                        
Za svilene rukave,                                                             
Za svilene haljine.                                                         
(Bovan (Бован), 2005: 353)  

Lazi buba, lazi,
Koj mi te traži?
„Mene traži 
careva devojka!“
(Bovan (Бован), 2005:353   

Early-walkers (marching games) - are performed when 
the child is walking or learning to walk. Holding the 
child by both its hands, transferring body weight from 
one foot to the other, the elderly walk (march) along with 
him saying the words of the nursery with the rhythm 

Example No. 5

E, duku, duku, duku,                                       
sjedila sam na sanduku.                                          
Dragog mi nema,                                         
a meni se drijema.
(Protić, 1987: 16)

 D. J. Cicović Sarajlić et al.
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aligned with the movement. 
A child in its first year “cannot be a teammate and 

generally mimics or follows the adult who is playing the 
game. If the same game is repeated several times, the 
child becomes more active, as it expects in advance a 
particular activity - movement of the adult - so it has 
already prepared, for example, giving out a hand, a leg, 
nod, etc. “(Volgar, 1989: 53). The younger the child 
is, the more the movements are slower and gentler 
(while adults touch its head, abdomen, move its hands 
and legs...), with time, the child’s active participation, 
coordination and emulation of movement and 
independence increases. It is desirable that each game 
concludes with a humorous ending (sudden movement, 
shout, mime by the adult ...), for it is in this part of the 
games that a child first begins to participate and happy 
and eagerly await for new game. While reciting or 
singing the text of games, we can change or insert the 
child’s name, the final movement, and others.

Most games for children in their first year can be 
carried out with children in their second and third year, 
“but with much more co-operation of the child. The 
child in their second and third year still happily observe 
the game of adults, but now take more part in it “(Volgar, 
1989: 54).

 Music games with collective tactile contact 
Music games with collective contact are traditional 

children’s games where many children participate, and 
the contact among the participants is done by holding 
hands, clapping, holding under the arms, around the 
waist, by the shoulders and so on. These are games in 
which certain tasks are set and therefore are carried 
out with the help of adults, “whose role, in the course 
of repetitions, the children gradually begin to take, of 
course, again with the help of adults” (Protić, 1987: 9). 
The first motive that drives a child to engage to play 
with rules, which are taught by adults, is the need for 
mobility, especially when the child can stand on its own. 
In the second year, children are included in music games 
by pronouncing certain syllables, words and singing 
certain notes. A three year old, more or less successfully, 
accurately mimics all four elements of the game: 
movement, lyrics, rhythm and melody. In collective 
contact games, the children should be introduced 
gradually and spontaneously. “At the beginning of the 
game, grownups demonstrate singing and performing 
movements with the help of some children, the other 
kids follow while listening and observing. Therefore the 
game doesn’t excite only the performers, but that little 
audience too, which with occasional gestures, speech or 

Example No. 8

Šetalo, petalo,
jedno dete kretalo,
jedno dete kretalo,
i tako je zaspalo.
(Vukomanović, N. et al., 1985: 183)

Example No. 9

Hopa cupa skoči,
da ti vidim oči,
da ti vidim očice,
garava devojčice.
Game description: Children jump in the rhythm of the song paired with adults or peers. 
(Protić, 1987: 18)

Šetalo petalo

Hopa cupa skoči
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singing requests to be included in its execution“ (Protić, 
1987: 9-10).

Games with collective tactile contact, which 
children aged up to three years usually perform, are:
Clappers, swingers, bouncers – the games children 
learned earlier, at the end of the first year of performing 
together in groups of three - four children, the number 
later increasing in proportion to age.
Games in rows – are performed during the second year of 
age with the aim for children to learn to march one after 
the other, matching the movement with the character and 
pace of the music.
Game description: The gate is made by   holding both 
hands. At the end the “gate” is closed by putting both 
hands down and entrapping the child that happened to 
be there. The child trapped by the gate replaces a child 
in the “gate”, and through the game it repeats. 
(Protić, 1987: 24) 
Games in the circle ‒ the children perform at the 
beginning of their second year, when their walking is 
already stable.
Game description: The children move in a circle using 
ordinary steps. When the name of the child is called out, 
it has to turn around and when it again joins the circle, 
the game continues.
(Protić, 1987: 33)

As for centuries the traditional dances were passed 
on from older to younger generation “so we should plan 
to engage our pre-kindergarten children and include in 
the games of children in kindergarten. This is particularly 
useful during their stay in the schoolyard or other open 
spaces “(Protić, 1987: 10).

3.
In this paper, we talked about music games with 

tactile contact that are part of traditional folk art and how 

they have their educational value confirmed by being 
applied in family education throughout the centuries. 
We pointed out the importance that these games have 
in the development of sensory-motor skills of the 
child, emotional, intellectual and social interaction 
development, as well as resulting in the timely setting up 
of a good foundation for the development and nurturing 
of musical abilities of the child. Properly planned and 
organized, with appropriate involvement of teachers, 
musical games realize an educational function too, and so 
obtaining its place and meaning within the institutional 
preschool education, as well as in the organization of 
learning activities with children of young school age. 
We have cited examples of music games that are suitable 
for use in pre-schools to work with children of age up 
to three years. Given the diminishing presence of these 
games in contemporary music pedagogy and family 
education, we have highlighted the need to increase 
their incorporation, both within the family, and within 
the institutional education.
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Laste prolaz’te, 
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